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NEURONAL POWER

Every age has its signature afHictions. Thus, a bacterial age exisred;

it

ended with the discovery of antibiotics. Despite
widespread fear of an influenza epidemic, we âre not living in a

at the latest,

viral

age. Thanks

to immunological technology, we have already

left it behind. From a pathological standpoint, the incipient
twenty-first century is determined neither by bacteria nor by
viruses, but by neurons. Neurological illnesses such as depression,

attention deficit hyperactiviry disorder (ADHD), borderline personality disorder (BPD), and burnout syndrome mark the landscape of pathology at the beginning of the nvenry-first century.
They are not infections, but infarctions; they do not follow from
the negatiuity of what is immunologically foreign, but f¡om an
ofpositiuity.Therefore, they elude all technologies and techniques that seek to combat what is alien.
excess

The past century was an immunological age. The epoch sought
to distinguish clearly between inside and outside, friend and foe,
self and other. The Cold \Var also followed an immunological pattern. Indeed, the immunological paradigm of the last century was
commanded by the vocabulary of the Cold \Øar, an altogether
military dispositive. Attack and defense determine immunological
action. The immunological dispositive, which extends beyond the
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srricrly social and onto the whole of communal life, harbors a
blind spot: everything foreign is simply combated and warded off.
The object of immune defense is the foreign as such. Even if it has
no hostile intentions, even if it poses no danger, it is eliminated on

in the fight against illegal immigration, and strategies for neutralizing

the basis of its Otherness'
Recent times have witnessed the proliferation of discourses about
sociery that explicitly employ immunological models of explana-

stories of this kind are read using the same interpretive category, one

tion. However, the currency of immunological discourse should
not be interpreted as a sign that sociery is now, more than eve¡,
organized along immunological lines.

to provide an object of reflection,

-üØhen

a

paradigm has come

it often means that its demise

is

at hand. Theorists have failed to remark that, for some time now, a
-ùØar
ended precisely
paradigm shift has been underway. The Cold
as this paradigm shift was taking place.l More and more, contem-

porary society is emerging as a constellation that escapes the immunological scheme of organization and defense altogether. It is
marked by the disappearance of otherness andforeignz¿rs. Otherness
represents the fundamental category of immunology. Every

immu-

noreâction is a reaction to Otherness. Now, however, Otherness is
being replaced wirh dffirence, which does not entail immuno¡eac-

tion. Postimmunological-indeed, postmodern-diffe¡ence does
not make anyone sick. In terms of immunology, it represents the
Same.2 Such difference lacks the sting of foreignness, as ir were,
which would provoke a strong immunoreaction. Foreignness itself
is being deactivated into a fo¡mula of consumption. The alien is
giving way to the exotic. The tourist travels through it. The tour-

ist-that

is, the consumer-is no longer an immunological subject.
Consequentl¡ Roberto Esposito makes a false assumption the

basis of

his theory of immunitas when he declares:

the same page, are likely to report a series of apparently unrelated
\Øhat do phenomena such

as the

battle against

as

long

as they are

interpreted within their separate domains of medicine, law, social politics, and information technology. Things change, though, when news

that is distinguished specifically by its capacity to cut across these distinct discourses, ushering them onto the same horizon of meaning. This
category. . . is immunization. . . . [I]n spite of their lexical diversiry all
these events call on a protective response

in the face ofa risk.3

None of the events mentioned by Esposito indicates that we are
now living in an immunological age. Toda¡ even the so-called
immigrant is not an immunological Other, not aforeigner in the
strong sense, who poses a real danger or ofwhom one is afraid.
Immigrants and refugees are more likely to be perceived as burdens than as threats. Even the problem of computer viruses no
longer displays virulence on a large social scale. Thus, it is no accident that Esposito's immunological analysis does not address conremporary problems, but only objects from the past.
The immunological paradigm proves incompatible with the process of globalization. Otherness provoking an immune reaction
would work against the dissolution of boundaries. The immunologically organized world possesses a particular topology. It is marked by
borders, transitions, thresholds, fences, ditches, and walls that prevent universal change and exchange. The general promiscuity that
has gripped all spheres

of life and the absence of immunologically

effective Otherness deÊne lbedingen) each other. Hybridizationwhich dominâtes not just current culture-theoretical discourse, but
also the feeling of life in general-stands diametrically opposed to

immunization. Immunological hyperaesthesis would not âllow

The news headlines on any given day in recent years, perhaps even on

events.

the latest computer virus have in common? Nothing,

a new resurgence

ofan epidemic, opposition to an extradition request for

a foreign head

ofstate accused ofviolating human rights, the strengthening ofbarriers

hybridization to occur in the first place.
The dialectic of negativiry is the fundamental trait of immuniry.
The immunologically Other is the negative that intrudes into the
Own ldas Eigene] and seeks to negâte it. The Own founders on
the negativiry of the Other when it proves incapable of negation
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in turn. That is, the immunological selÊassertion of the Own proceeds as the negation of negation. The Own asserts itself in-and
against-the Other by negating its negativity. Immunological

mechanisms. \Øe must distinguish between immunological and
nonimmunological rejection. The latter concerns the too-much-ofthe-Same, surplus positivity. Here negativiry plays no role. Nor
does such exclusion presume interior space. In contrast, immunological rejection occurs independent of the quantum, for lt reacts
ro the negativiry of the Other. The immunological subject, which
possesses interiorit¡ fights off the Other and excludes it, even
when it is present in only the tiniest amount.
The violence lGewah) of positivity that derives from overproduction, overachievement, and ove¡communication is no longer
"viral." Immunology offers no way of approaching the phenomenon. Rejection occurring in response to excess positivity does not

4

prophylaxis, that is, inoculation, follows the dialectic of negativiry.
Fragments of the Other are introduced into the Own in order ro

provoke an immunoreaction. Thereb¡ negarion of negation
occurs without the danger of death, because the immune sysrem

not confront the Other itself A small âmount of selÊinflicted
harm fGewah] protects one from a much larger danger, which
would prove deadly. Because Otherness is disappearing, we live in
a time that is poor in negativiry. And so, the neuronal illnesses of
the wenry-first century follow a dialectic: nor the dialectic of negativitF, but that of positivity. They are pathological conditions
deriving from an excess ofpositiuity.
Harm does not come from negativiry alone, but also from positivity-not just from the Other or the foreign, but also from the
Same. Such violence of posiriviry is clearly what Baudrillard has in
mind when he writes, "He who lives by the Same shall die by the
Same."4 Likewise, Baudrillard speaks of the "obesity of all current
systems" of information, communication, and production. Fat
does not provoke an immune reacrion. fl6y¡6y6¡-¿¡d herein lies
the weakness of his theory-Baudrillard picrures the totalitarianism of the Same f¡om an immunological standpoint:
does

5

amount to immunological defense, but to digestive-neuronal
abreaction and refusal. Likewise, exhaustion, fatigue, and suffoca-

tion-when too much exists-do not constitute immunological
reactions. These phenomena concern neuronal power, which is not

viral because it does not derive from immunological negativiry.
Baudrillard's theory of power lGewah) is riddled with leaps of
argument and vague definitions because

it attempts to describe

the violence of positiviry-or, in other words, the violence of the
Same when no Otherness is

involved-in immunological

terms.

Thus he writes:
The violence ofnerworks and the virtual is viral:

it

is the violence

of

AÌl the talk of immuniry antibodies, grafting and rejection should not
surprise anyone. In periods ofscarciry absorption and assimilation are

level; a violence ofconsensus. . . . A viral violence in the sense that

the order ofthe day.lln periods ofabundance, rejection and expulsion

does

Toda¡ generalized communication and surplus
information th¡eaten to overwhelm all human defenses.5

reaction, its aim being the loss of all our immunities. And also in the

are the chiefconcerns.

In a system where the Same predominates, one can only speak of
immune defense in a figural sense. Immunological defense always
takes aim at the Other or the foreign in the strong sense. The
Same does not lead to the formation of antibodies. In a sysrem
dominated by the Same,

it

is meaningless ro strengthen defense

benign extermination, operating at the genetic and communicational

sense

it

not operate head-on, but by contiguiry contagion, and chain
that, contrary to the historical violence of negation, this virus
hyperpositivel¡ like cancerous ceils, through endless proliÊ

operates

erâtion, excrescence, and metastases. Between virtuality and viraliry,
there is a kind of complicity.6

According to the genealogy of hostiliry fFeindschøfi] that Baudrillard outlines, the enemy first takes the stage as a wolf. He is an
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"exrernal enemy who attacks and against whom one defends oneself by building fortifications and walls."7 In the next srage, the
enemy assumes the form of a rat, He is a foe who operates in the

no negativiry. The violence ofpositiviry does not deprive, it saturates; it does not exclude, it exhausts. That is why it proves inaccessible to unmediated perception.
Viral violence cannot âccount for neuronal illnesses such as
depression, ADHD, o¡ burnout syndrome, fo¡ it follows the
immunological scheme of inside and outside, Own and Other; it
presumes the existence of singulariry or alterity which is hostile to
the system. Neuronal violence does not proceed from system-foreign negativity. Instead, it is systemic-that is, system-immanent-violence. Depression, ADHD, and burnout syndrome
point to excess positiviry. Burnout syndrome occurs when the ego
overheâts, which follows from too much of the Same. The hyperin
hyperactiviry is not an immunological category. k represents the
massification of the positive.

6

underground, whom one combats by means of hygiene. After a
further stâge, that of the insect, the enemy finally assumes a viral
form: "viruses effectively move in the fourth dimension. It is
much more difficult to defend oneself against viruses, because
they exist at the hearr of the system."8 Now "a ghostly enemy''
âppears, "infiltrating itself throughout the whole planet, slipping
in everywhere like a virus, welling up from all the interstices of
power."9 Viral violence proceeds from singularities that install
themselves in the system as rerrorist sleeper cells and undermine

it

from within. Baudrillard affirms thar rer¡orism, as rhe main figure
of viral violence, represents a revolt of the singular against the
global.
Even in vi¡al form, hostiliry obeys the immunological scheme:
the enemy virus intrudes into a sysrem, which functions immuno-

logically and fights off the invader. For all that, the genealogy of
uitb the genealogy of uiolence. The violence of positiviry does nor presume or require hostiliry. It unfolds
hostili4t does not coincide

specifically in a permissive and paciÊed society. Consequentl¡ it
proves more invisible than viral violence. It inhabits the negativiry-free space of the Same, where no polarization between inside
and outside, or p¡oper and foreign, takes place.
The positivation of the world allows new forms of violence to
emerge. They do nor srem from the immunologically Othei.
Rather, they are immanenr in the system itself. Because of this
immanence, they do not involve immune defense. Neuronal violence leading to psychic infarctions is a re¡ror of immanence. It
differs radically from horror that emanares from the foreign in the

immunological sense. Medusa is surely the immunological Other
in its extreme form. She stands fo¡ radical alteriry that one cannot
behold without perishing in the process. Neuronal violence, on
the other hand, escapes all immunological optics, for it possesses
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achievemenr societyt positive orientation. Prohibitions, com_
mandments, and the law are replaced by projects, initiatives, and

morivâtion. Disciplinary sociery is still governed by no. hs negarivity produces madmen and criminals. In contrast, achievement

BEYOND DISCIPLINARY SOCIETY

society creates depressives and losers.

On one level, continuiry holds in the paradigm shift f¡om disciplinary sociery to achievement sociery. Clearl¡ the drive to maximize production inhabits the social unconscious. Beyond a cerrain
point of productiviry disciplinary technology-or, alternatel¡ the

prohibition-hits a limit. To heighten productiviry the paradigm of disciplination is replaced by rhe paradigm
negative scheme of

Tod"y'r society is no longer Foucaultt disciplinary world of hospitals, madhouses, prisons, barracks, and factories. It has long been
replaced by another regime, namely a society of fitness studios,
office towers, banks, airports, shopping malls, and genetic laboratories. Thenty-Êrst-century sociery is no longer a disciplinary sociery, but rather ân achievement society fLeistungsgeselbchafi]. Nso,
its inhabitants are no longer "obedience-subjects" but "achieve-

ment-subjects." They are entrepreneurs of themselves, The walls

of

disciplinary institutions, which separate the normâl from the
abnormal, have come to seem archaic. Foucault's analysis of power
cannot account for the psychic and topological changes that
occurred as disciplinary sociery transformed into achievement sociery. Nor does the corumonly employed concept of "control society''
do justice to this change. It still contains too much negativity.

Disciplinary society is a sociery of negativiry. It is deÊned by the
negativiry of prohibition. The negative modal verb that governs it
is

May Not By the same token, the îegativity of compubion adheres

to Should. Achievement sociery, more and more, is in the process
of discarding negativity. Increasing deregulation is abolishing it.
Unlimited Can is the positive modal verb of achievement sociery.
Its plural form-the affirmation, "Yes, we can"-epitomizes
8

of achievement, ot in other words, by the positive scheme of Can;
after a ce¡tain level of productiviry obtains, the negativity of prohibition impedes further expansion. The positiviry of Canis much
more efÊcient than the negativiry of Should. Therefore, the social
unconscious switches from Should to Can. The achievement-sub-

ject is faster and more productive than the obedience-subject.
However, the Can does nor revoke the Should. The obediencesubject remains disciplined. It has now completed the disciplinary
xage. Can increases the level of productiviry which is the aim of
disciplinary technology, that is, the imperative of Should. -üØhere
increasing productiviry is concerned, no break exists berween
Should and Can; continuiry prevails.
Alain Ehrenberg locates depression in the transition from disciplinary society to achievement sociery:
Depression began irs ascenr when the disciplinary model for behaviors, the rules of autho¡ity and observance of taboos that gave social

both sexes a specific destiny, broke against norms that
invited us to undertake personal initiative by enjoining us ro be ourselves. . . . The depressed individuai is unable ro measure up; he is tired
classes as well as

of having to become himselL l

Problematicall¡ however, Ehrenberg considers depression only from
the perspective of the economy of the selfi the social imperative

only
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depres-

For Ehrenberg'
to belong to oneself makes one depressive'
human being's
,ion i. ,fri pathological expression of the late-modern
also follows from impoverfailure to b..o-. himself' Yet depression
is a characteristic of the
which
ent

iri.¿

lBind'ungsarmut],
and atomization of life in sociery' Ehrenfragmentation
increasing
He also overb.rg l..tJ, no attention to this âspect of depression'
toi, ,fr" systemic violence inhabiting achievement sociery which
belong
psychic infarctions' It is not the imperative only to

"*".tt.r'

provokes

depres-

,o on.r.lf, bir.. the pressure to achieue that causes exhaustive
express the
sion. Seen in this light, burnout syndrome does not
According
soul.
burnt-out
exhausted,
exhausted self so much as the
and
commandments
to Ehrenberg, depression spreads when the
and
prohibitions-of disciplinary sociery yield to self-responsibiliry
and initiainitiative. In realiry it is not the excess of responsibility
the new
achieve:
to
imperative
tive that makes one sick, but the
commøndtrnen¿

of late-modern labor sociery'

day
Ehrenberg wrongly equates the human rype of the present

with Nietzsche's "sovereign man":
a mass pheNietzsche's sovereign man, his own man, was becoming
who he
him
tell
could
that
him
above
nomenon: there was nothing

ought to be because he was the sole owner of himself'2

In fact, Nietzsche would

say

"the last
becoming realiry en masse is no sovereign suPerman but
standing
rn"n," *ño does nothing bun worþ'The new human ryPe'
lacks âll soverexposed to excessiíê positivity without any deFense'

eignry. The depressive human being is an anirnal laboransthat
itselland it does so voluntaril¡ without external con-

.*!toi,,

,tr"i.rtr. It

is predator and prey at once'

the se$ in the strong

sense

of the word, still represents an immunological category' However'

immunological schemes' It erupts at the
depression .l.rd.,
"ll
able to be able
-å-"rl, when the achievement-subject is no longer
is creative
depression
foremost,
fnicht rnehr Þönnen hannf. First and
fatigue and exhausted a6\lity [schafens- and Könnensmüdigheit)'

1l

The complaint of the depressive individual, "Nothing is possible,"
can only occur in a sociery that thinks, "Nothing is impossible."
NoJonger-being-able-to-be-able leads to destructive selÊreproach
and auto-aggression. The achievement-subject finds itself fighting

with itself. The depressive has been wounded by internalized war.
Depression is the sickness of a sociery that suffers from excessive
positiviry. It ¡eflects a humaniry waging war on itself.
The achievement-subject stands free from any external instance

of domination lHerrschajlsinstanz) forcing it to work, much less
exploiting it. It is lord and master of imelf. Thus, it is subject to no
one-ot as the case may be, only to itself. It differs from the obedience-subject on this score. However, the disappearance of dominâtion does not entail freedom. Instead, it makes freedom and
constraint coincide. Thus, the achievement-subject gives itself
over to cornpulsiue feedom-that is, to the jìee consrraint of maximizing achievement.3 Excess work and performance escalate into
auto-exploitation. This is more efÊcient than allo-exploitation, for
the feeling of freedom attends it. The exploiter is simultaneously
the exploited. Perpetrator and victim can no longer be distinguished. Such selÊreferentiality produces a paradoxical freedom
that abruptly switches ove¡ into violence because of the compul-

within it. The psychic indispositions of
achievement society are pathological manifestations of such a
paradoxical freedom.

sive st¡uctures dwelling

that that human type in the process of

SOCIETY
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fGegenüber) because

it must

t3

also process background events. Not

just multitasking but also acrivities such as video games produce a
broad but flat mode of attention, which is similar to the vigilance
of a wild animal. Recent social developments and the structural

PROFOUND BOREDOM

change of wakefulness are bringing human sociery deeper and
deeper into the wilderness. For example, bullying has achieved

pandemic dimensions. Concern for the good life, which also
includes life as a member of the communiry, is yielding more and
more to the simple concern for survival.
\Øe owe the cukural achievements of humanity-which include

philosophy-to

Excessive positivity also expresses itself as an excess of stimuli,
info¡mation, and impulses. It radically changes the structure and

economy of attention. Perception becomes fragmented and scatte¡ed. Moreovet the mounting burden of work makes it necessary

to adopt particular dispositions toward time and attention lzeitundAufinerksamkeitstechnihl; rhis in turn afFects the srructu¡e of
attention and cognition. The attitude toward time and environ-

ment known as "multitasking" does not represent civilizational
progress. Human beings in the late-modern sociery of work and
information âre not the only ones capable of multitasking. Rather,
such an aptitude amounts to regression. Multitasking is commonplace among wild animals.

It

is an amenrive technique indispens-

able for survival in thç wilderness.

An animal busy with earing must also attend to other tasks. For
example,

it must hold

rivals away from its prey.

be on the lookout, lest

it

It must constântly

be eaten while eating. Ar the same time,

it must guard its young and keep an eye on its sexual partner. In
the wild, the animal is forced to divide irs amention berween vari,
ous activities. That is why animals are incapable of contemplative

i¡¡¡ns¡5iq¡-either they are earing or rhey are copulating. The
animal cannor immerse itself contemplatively in what it is facing
72

deep, contemplative arrenrion. Culture presumes

an environment in which deep attention is possible. Increasingl¡
such imme¡sive reflection is being displaced by an entirely diffe¡ent

form ofattention: hyperattention. A rash change offocus between
diffe¡ent tasks, sources ofinformation, and processes characterizes
this scattered mode of awa¡eness. Since it also has a low tolerance
for boredom, it does not admit the profound idleness that benefits
the creative process. tValter Benjamin calls this deep boredom a
"dream bird that hatches the egg ofexperience."l Ifsleep represenrs
the high point of bodily relaxation, deep boredom is the peak of
mental relaxation. A purely hectic rush produces nothing new. It
reproduces and accelerares whar is already available. Benjamin
laments that rhe dream bird's nests of rranquilliry and time are vanishing in the modern wo¡ld. No longer does one "spin and weave."
Boredom is a "warm gray fabric on the inside, with the mosr lustrous and colorful silks"; "[i]n rhis fabric we wrap ourselves when
we d¡eam." \Øe are "at home. . . in the arabesques of its lining."2
As tranquilliry vanishes, the "gift of listening" goes missing, as does
the "communiry of listeners." Our communiry of activity \Ahtiugemeinschafi] stands diametrically opposed to such resr. The "gift

of

listening" is based on rhe ability to granr deep, contemplative
¿¡¡sn¡i6¡-v¿ìich remains inaccessible to the hyperactive ego.

If

a person experiences

ance for this state, he

boredom while walking and has no tolerwill move restlessly in fits and starts or go

f HE BURNOUT SOCIETY
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this way and that. However, someone with gr€ater tolerance for
boredom will recognize, after a while, that walking as such is what
bores him. Consequentl¡ he will be impelled to Ênd a kind of
movement that is entirely different. Running, or racing, does not
yield a new gait. It is just accelerated walking. Dancing or gliding,
howevet represent entirely new forms of motion. Only human
beings can dance. It may be that boredom seized him while walking, so that ¿f¡ç¡-¿nd through-this "attack" he would make the
srep from walking to dancing. Compared with linear walking,
straight ahead, the convoluted movemenr of dancing represenrs a
luxury; it escapes the achievement-principle enrirely.
The term uita contempktiua is not meanr ro invoke, nostalgicall¡
a world where existence originally felt at home. Rather, it connects
to the experience of being [Seinserfahrung] in which what is beautiful and perfect does not change or pass-a srare rhar eludes all
human intervention. The basic mood that distinguishes it is marveling at the way things are lSo-Seinl, which has norhing to do with
practicâliry or processualiry. Modern, Cartesian doubt has taken
the place of wonder. Yet the capacity for contemplation need not
be bound to imperishable Being. Especially whatever is floating,
inconspicuous, or feeting reveals itself only to deep, contemplative
attention.3 Likewise, it is only contemplative lingering that has

Only profound atrention prevents "unsreadiness of the eyes" and
yields the composure capable of "join[ing] the wandering hands of

74

access to phenomena that are long and slow. Paul Cézanne, a master of deep, contemplârive arrention, once remarked that he could

the fragraîce of things. This visualization of fragrances requires
profound attention. In the contemplative state, one steps outside
oneself, so to speak, and imme¡ses oneself in the surroundings.
Merleau-Ponty describes Cézannet mode of contemplatively
see

observing a landscape as a kind ofexternalization or de-inte riorizatio n lEn tinn e r li c h u ng) :

He would start by discovering the geological srrucrure of the landscape; then, according to Mme Cézanne, he would halt and gaze, eyes

dilated. . . . "The landscape thinks itself in me," he said, "and I am its
consciousness."4

15

nature." \Øithout such contemplative composure, the gaze errs
restlessly and finds expression for nothing. That said, art is "expressive action." Even Nietzsche, who replaced Being with \ù7ill, knew
that human life ends in deadly hyperactiviry when every contemplative lbeschøulichl element is driven ouc:
From lack of repose our civilization is turning into a new barbarism.
A.t no time have the active, that is ro say the restless, counted for more.

That is why one ofthe mosr necessary corrections to the character of
mankind that have to be taken in hand is a considerable strengthening
of the contemplative element in it.5

VITA ACTIVA
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According to Arendt, modern sociery-as a society of "laboring"

VITA ACTIVA

Human Condition, Hannah Arendt seeks to rehabilitate the
uita actiuaagainst the primacy a long tradition has granted the uita
contemPLttiua, and to articulate its inner richness in a new way' In

ln

The

her estimation, the traditional view has wrongly reduced aita
actiult to mere restlessness: nec-otium or a-scholia.l Arendt connects her revaluation of uita actiua to the priority of action
lHandelnl. This makes her commit to heroic actionism, like her
teacher Heidegger. That said, for the early Heidegger death provides the point of orientation: the possibiliry of dying imposes
limits on action and makes freedom finite. In contrast' Arendt orients possible action on birth, which lends it more heroic emphasis.
The miracle, she argues, lies in human natality itselfi the new
beginning that human beings are to realize on the basis of being
born. \l'onder-working belief is replaced by heroic action, the
native obligation of mankind. This amounts to conferring a quasireligious dimension on action:
The miracle . . . is the birth of new men and the new beginning, the
action they are capable ofby virtue ofbeing born. . ' ' It is this faith in
and hope for the world that found perhaps its most glorious and most
succinct expression in the few words with which the Gospels
announced their "glad tidings":
16

'A child

has been

born to us."2

lArbeitsgesellschafil-niIifres any possibility for action when it
degrades the human being into an animal laborans, a beast of burden. Action, she maintains, occasions new possibilities, yet modern humanity passively stands at the mercy of the anonymous
process of living. Thereb¡ thinking degrades into calculation,
mere cereb¡al functioning ("reckoning with consequettces"3). All
forms of uita actiua,6oth the matter of producing and that of acting, sink to the level of simple laboring. As Arendt sees it, moderniry began with an unprecedented, heroic activâtion of human
capacity, yet it ends in mo¡tal passiviry.
Arendtt explanation for the ubiquity of animal laborans does not
hold up to recent social developments. She maintains that the life
of the modern individual is "submerged in the over-all life process
of the species"; under these circumstances, "the only active decision'would be "to let go, so to speak, to abandon . . . individuality'
and'ãcquiesce" to a "functional rype of behavio¡."4 The absolutization of laboring follows from the fact that, "in the rise of societyl,ì
it was ultimately the rise of the species which asserted itself."5
Arendt even believes to have identified danger signals "that man
may be . . on the point of developing into that animal species
from which, since Darwin, he imagines he has come."6 Sh.
"ttu-.,
that all human activities, ifviewed from a sufficiently remote Point
as deeds but as biological
in
outer space, motorization
for
an
observer
Accordingl¡
processes.
would resemble a biological mutation: the human body surrounds
itself with a metal housing in the manner of a snail-like bacteria
reacting to antibiotics by mutating into resistant strains.T
Arendtt descriptions of the modern animal laborazs do not cor¡e-

in the universe, would no longer âppear

spond to what we can observe in todays achievement sociery. The
iate-modern animal laborans does not give up its individualiry or

in order to merge, through the work it performs, with the anonymous life process of the species. Rather, contemporary labor society, as a society of achievement and business, fosters individualiry
ego

THE BURNOUT SOCIETY

VITA ACTIVA

lDie Arbeitsgesellschafi hat sich indiuidualisiert zur Leistungs- und
Aktiugesellschafi). The late-modern animal laborans is equipped with

Guantanamo, people without papers or asylum-seekers awaiting deportation in a lawless space, and parienrs atrached ro tubes
and rotting away in intensive care. If late-modern achievemenr sociery has reduced us all to bare life, then it is not just people at the
margins or in a state of exception-that is, rhe excluded-but all of
us, without exception, who are homines sacri. That said, this bare life
has the particulariry of not being absolutely expendable [tötbar];
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an ego just short of bursting. And it is anphing but passive. If one
abandoned onet individualiry and dissolved into the life process of

the species entirely, one would at least have the serenity lGeltusenheitl of an animal. But the late-mode¡n animal kboraas is an¡hing
but animalian. It is hyperactive and hyperneurotic. There must be
another ânswer to why all human activities in late modernity are

sinking to the level of mere laboring-and, more still, why such
hectic nervousness prevails.

The modern loss of faith does not concern just God or the hereaÊ
ter. It involves reality itself and makes human life radically fleeting.
Life has never been as fleeting as it is today. Not just human life, but
the world in general is becoming radically fleeting. Nothing prom-

duration or substance [Bestanî). Given this lack of Being, nervousness and unease arise. Belonging to a species might benefit an
animal that works for the sake of its kind to achieve brte Ge/assenises

heit. However, the late-mode rn ego flch) stands utterly alone. Even
religions, as thanatotechnics that would remove the fear of death
and produce a feeling ofduration, have run their course. The general denarrativization of the world is reinforcing the feeling of fleet-
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ers ât

it

cannot be killed absolutely labsolut untötbar (ist)1. k is
undead, so to speak. Here the word sacer does not mean 'ãccursed"
bur "holy." Now bare, sheer life itself is hol¡ and so it musr be prerather,

served at âny cost.

The reaction to a life that has become bare and radically fleeting
occurs as hyperactivit¡ hysterical work, and production. The
acceleration of contemporary life also plays a role in this lack of
being. The sociery of laboring and achievement is nor a free soci-

It

Ultimatel¡ the dialectic of master
and slave does not yield a sociery where everyone is free and capable of leisure, too. Rather, it leads to a sociery of work in which the
ery.

generates new consrrainrs.

maste¡ himself has become a laboring slave. In this sociery of compulsion, everyone carries a work camp inside. This labor camp is

of bare laboring corresponds entirely to bare life. Merely workng
and merely living define and condition each other. Because a naÍrative thanatotechnics proves lacking, the unconditional compulsion

defined by the fact that one is simultaneously prisoner and guard,
victim and perperraror. One exploits oneself. It means that exploitation is possible even wirhout domination. People who suffer
from depression, bipolar disorder, or burnout syndrome develop
the symptoms displayed by the Muselmànner in concenrrarion

to keep bare life healthy. Nietzsche already observed thaq after
the death of God, health rose to divine status. If a horizon of mean-

like people with acute depression, have become entirely apârheric

ingness. It makes life bare.'ll'ork itself is a bare activity. The activiry

arises

ing extended beyond bare life, the cult of health would not be able
to achieve this degree ofabsoluteness.
Life today is even barer than the life of homo sacer. Originally, homo
sacer refers

to someone excluded from society because ofa trespass:

one may kill him without incurring punishment. According to
Giorgio Agamben, ltomo sacer stands fo¡ absolutely expendable life.
Examples he provides include Jews in concentration camps, prison-

camps. Muselmänner are emaciated prisoners lacking all vigor who,

and can no longer even recognize physical cold or the orders given
by guards. One cannor help but suspecr thar the late-modern ani-

mal løborans with neuronal disturbances would have 6een a Muselmann, too-albeit well fed and probably obese.
The last chapter of Arendtì Human Condition addresses the tri-

umph of animal laborans. The author offers no viable alternative

to this social development. \Øith resignation, she concludes that
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the abiliry ro acr is restricted to only a few. Then, on the final
pages of rhe book, she invokes thinking directly lbeschwört . . .
unmittelbar døs Denhen]. Thinking, she contends, has suffered the
leasr from the negative development in question. Although Arendt
concedes thar the worldt future depends on rhe power of human
beings to act, and nor on rheir power ro think, thinking still bears
on rhe furure of humaniry because it surpasses all other activities
lriitigheitenl of the uita actiua in its sheer capacity for action

THE PEDAGOGY OF SEEING

fTltigseinl. Accordingl¡ the book closes with the following words:
\Øhoever has any experience in this matter
was when he said:

will know how right cato
. . . "Never is he more active than when he does

nothing, never is he less alone than when he is by himself,,

final lines seem like a stopgap. lØhat could thinking accomplish, such that this "experience of being active . . . *oulã surpâss
[all other activities]"?8 After all, the emphasis on being a.tiu. h",
a great deal in common with the hyperactiviry and hysteria dis_
played by the late-mode¡n achievement-subject. Catot dictum
These

also seems a

little out of place in light of the fact that Cicero origi_

nally included

it in his rrearise De re publica. euoting th. ."Ã.

Arendt, Cice¡o exhorts his readers to withdraw f¡om
the "forum" and the "rush of the c¡owd,, in orde¡ to find the
isola_
tion of the contemplative life. That is, immediately after quoting
passage as

Cato, Cicero goes on to praise rhe uita contemplatiua. ño, thã
active life but the contemplative life makes man inro what
he
should be. Arendt chahges the same words into praise for the
uita
øctiua.Whú is more, the solitary contemplation Cato speaks of
proves incompatible with the 'þower of acting human beings,,,
which fuendr invokes time and again. Toward the end of he¡
dis_

of uita actiua, then, Arendt inadvertently endorses uita
contemplatiua. It escapes her notice that the loss of
the abiliry to
cussion

contemplate-which, among other things, leads to the absoluriza_
tion of yi¡a aç¡iy4-is also responsible fo¡ the hysteria and ner_
vousness

of modern sociew.

'Ihe uita contemp/atiua presupposes instruction in
of seeing.

In Twilight

a

particular way

of the ldols, Nietzsche formulates th¡ee tasks

for which pedagogues are necessary. One needs to learn ro see, ro
think, and to speak and write. The goal ofeducation, according to
Nietzsche, is "noble culrure," Learning to see means "getting your
eyes used ro calm, to patience, to letting things come to you,'that is, making yourself capable of deep and contemplative attention, casting a long and slow gaze. Such learning-ro-see ¡epresents
the "frs t preliminary schooling for spiritualiry lG ei s t igh e i tl.', O ne
must learn "not to react immediately to a stimulus, but instead to
take control of the inhibiting, excluding instincts." By the same
token, "every characteristic absence of spiritualiry ftlngeistigkeit],
every piece of common vulgariry is due to an inabiliry ro resist a

stimulus"l-the inability ro ser a no in opposirion. Reacting
immediatel¡ yielding ro every impulse, already amounrs to illness
and represents â symprom of exhaustion. He¡e Nietzsche is simply
speaking of the need to reviralize the uita contem?latialz. The uita
contemplatiua is nor a marre¡ of passive affirmation and being
open to whatever happens. Instead, it offers ¡esisrance to crowding, intrusive stimuli. Instead of surrenderingthe gaze to exte¡nal
impulses, ir sreers them in sovereign fashion. As a mode of saying
2L
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no, solueteigt:. action [Tun] proves more active rhan any and all
hyperactiviry, which represents â symprom of mental exhaustion.
'What eludes Arendt in the diale ctic of being-ac tive fAÞtiusein] is
that hyperactive inrensification leads to an abrupt switch into
hyperpassivity; now one obeys every impulse or srimulus without
resisrance. Instead offreedom, it produces new constraints. It is an
illusion to believe that being mo¡e acrive means being freer.
\Without the "excluding instincts"

Nietzsche praises, action scar,
ters into restless, hyperactive reaction and abreaction. In a pure
state, acriviry only prolongs what is aheady available. In conrrast,
a ¡eal turn to the Other presupposes the negativiry of an interrup-

tion. Only by the negative

means of making-pause llnnehabenl
can the subject of action thoroughly measure the sphere of contin_
gency (which is unavailable when one is simply acive). Although

delaying does nor represenr a positive deed fThthandlung), it
proves necessary if action is not to sink to the level of laboring.
Today we live in a world that is very poor in interruption;
"betweens" and "between-times" are lacking. Acceleration
is abol_
ishing all inte¡vals ljede Zwischen-Zeitl.In the aphorism, ,,princi-

pal defciency of øctiue men," Nietzsche writes: .Active men are
generally wanring in the higher acivity . . . in this regard they are
lazy. .

.. The active ¡oll as the stone

rolls, in obedience to rhe sru_
pidiry of the laws of mechanics."2 Differenr kinds of acion and
activiry exist. Activity that follows an unrhinking, mechanical
course is poor in interruption. Machines cannor pause. Despite its
enormous capacity for calculation, the computer is stupid iisofar

it lacks the abiliry to delay.
In the course ofgeneral accele¡ation and hyperactivity we a¡e also
losing the capaciry for rage fuerlernen wir aacb die \vut). Rage has
as

a characteristic temporaliry incompatible with generalized accele¡ation and hyperactiviry which admit no breadth of time. The
future shorrens into a protracted presenr rGegenwart].It lacks all
negativit¡ which would permit one ro look at the Other
ldas
Anderel.In conrrasr, rage puts the present as a whole into ques_
tion. It presupposes an interrupting pause in the present. This is
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what distinguishes it from anger fArger]. The general distraction
affiicting conremporary sociery does not allow the emphasis and
eîergy of rage ro arise. Rage is the capaciry to interrupt a given
state and maþe a neu state begin. Today it is yielding more and
more to offense or ânnoyance firgernis),,.having a beel,,which
proves incapable ofeffecting decisive change. In consequence, one
is annoyed even by the inevitable. Annoyance relates

to rage as fear
In conrrast to fear, which concerns a deter_
minare object, dread applies to Being-as-such. It grips and shakes
rhe whole of existence. No¡ does rage concern a discrete state of
¡elates to dreadfAngst].

affairs. It negares the whole. Therein lies its negative energy. It rep_
resenrs a state

world poor in

of exception. Increasing positivization makes the

of exception. Agamben ove¡looks this growing
positiviry. counter to his diagnosis-that the state of exception is
undergoing expansion and turning inro the srare of no¡mality_
srares

general social positivization now is absorbing every srâre of excep_
tion. That is' conditions of normaliry are being totalized. Because
rhe world is being increasingly positivized, more ârrenrion is paid

to concepts such as "the state of exception" or,,immunitas.,, How_
ever, such âtrention offe¡s no proof for their actualiry; rathet
shows that they are vanishing.

it

Mounting positivization of sociery also weakens feelings such as
dread and mourning lTiauerl,which are based on a kind of nega_
tiviry; they are negative feelings.3 If thinking [das Denhen) itself
were a "nerwork of antibodies and natural immune defenses,,,4
then the absence of negativirywould t¡ansform ir into calculation.
The computer calculates more quickly than the human brain and
takes on ino¡dinate quantities of data without difficulry because
it
is free of all Otherness. It is a machine of positivity
fpositiumas_
chine]. Because of autistic selÊreferentialiry because negativiry is
absent, an idiot savanr can perform what otherwise only a calculator can do. The general positivization of the world means rhar borh

human beings and society are r¡ansforming into autistic
?erfor_
mance-macltin¿¡. One might also say that overexcited
fi)berspannt]
effo¡ts to maximize performance are abolishing negativiry because
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it

slows down the process of acceleration.

If man were

a being

of

negativiqr fNegatiuittitswesen], the total positivization of the world
would prove more than a little dangerous. According to Hegel,
negariviry is precisely what keeps existence lDaseinl alive.
There are rwo forms of potency. Positive potency is the power to
do something, Negative potency, in contrast, is the power not to
do-to adopt Nietzsche's phrasing, the power to say no. Howeve¡

this negative potency differs from simple impotence, the inability
to act. Impotence is merely the opposite of positive potency. It is
positive itself insofar as it connecrs with something, which it cannot do. Negative potency reaches beyond such positiviry which is
tied to something else. If one only possessed the positive abiliry to
perceive (something) and nor the negative abiliry not to perceive
(something), one's senses would stand utterly at the merry of rushing, intrusive stimuli and impulses. In such a case, no "spiritualiry'

f HE BARTLEBY CASE

Melville's "Bartleb¡" which has often been the object of meta_
physical and theological interpretations,l also admirs a pathologi_
cal reading. This "Story of\Øall-Street"2 describes an inhumane

would be possible. If one had only the power ro do (something)
and no power not to do, it would lead to fatal hyperactiviry. If one
had only the power ro rhink (something), thinking would scarrer
among endless series of objects. It would be impossible to think

sþcrapers on every side,

back and refrrcct fNachdenhenf, for positive potency, the preponder-

Less

working world whose inhabitants have all degraded to the state of
animal laborans. the sinister atmosphere of the office, choked by
is hostile to life and portrayed in detail.
than rhree merers from rhe window there surges a .,lofry brick

ance of

wall, black by age and eve¡lasting shade" (l). Th. workspace,
which seems like "a huge square cistern," proves ,,deficient in whar

plation. InZen meditation, for example, one atremprs to achieve
the pure negativity of not-to-thar is, rhe void-by freeing one,
self f¡om rushing, intrusive Something. Such meditation is an
extremely active process; that is, it represents anyrhing but passiviry. The exercise seeks to attain a point of sovereignry within oneself, to be the middle. If one worked with positive potency, one
would stand ât the mercy of the object and be completely passive.
Paradoxicall¡ hyperactivity represents an extremely passive form
of doing, which bars the possibiliry of f¡ee action. It is based on
positive potency that has been made absolute to the exclusion of

landscape painters call

positiviry only permits anriciparion and thinking ahead.
The negativiry of not-to also provides an essential trait of contem-

all else.

'life"'

(5). Melancholy and gloominess are
often mentioned, and they set the basic mood for the narrative.
The attorneyt assisrants all suffer from neurotic diso¡ders. .,Ti¡r_
ke¡" for example, ¡uns around in "a strange, inflamed, flurried,
fighry recklessness of activity' (6). psychosomatic digestive trou_
bles plague the overly ambitious assisrant ',Nippers," who grinds
his teeth perpetually and hisses curses rhrough them. In their neu_

rotic hyperactivit¡ these figures represenr rhe opposite pole of
Bartleb¡ who falls into silent immobility. Bardeby develops the
symproms characreristic of neurasthenia. In this light, his signature phrase, "I would prefer not ro," expresses neither rhe negative
potency of not-to nor rhe instinct for delay and deferral that
25
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As its flipside, the sociery of achievement and activeness is generaring excessive tiredness and exhaustion. These psychic conditions
cltaracterize a world that is poor in negativity and in turn domi-

THE SOCIETY OF TIREDNESS

nated by excess positiviry. They âre not immunological reactions

presupposing the negativity

of the immunologically

Other.

Rather, they are caused by a too-muclt of positiviry. The excessiveness of performance enhancement leads to psychic infarctions'
Tiredness in achievement society is solitary tiredness; it has a
sepârating and isolating efFect. Peter Handke, in "Essay on Tiredness,"l calls it "divisive tiredness": "already the rwo . . . were irre-

Tiredness has a broad heart

-

Maut

ic

e B la n c h ot

As a sociery of activeness lAletiugaelbchafil, achievement sociery is

slowly developing into a doping sociery. In the meanwhile, the
negative expression "brain doping" has been replaced by "neuroenhancement." Doping makes it possible to achieve without
achieving, so to speak, Now even serious scientists claim that it is
irresponsible not to employ subsrances of this kind. A surgeon able
to operate with greater concentration by using neuro-enhancers
would make fewer mistakes and be able to save more lives. Nor is
the general use of neuro-enhancers viewed as a problem. One
need only ensure fairness-namel¡ by putting them at the Cisposal of all, If doping were also permitted in sports, it would degrade into a pharmaceutical ¡ace. For all that, simple prohibition
cânnot prevent both the body and the human being as a whole

from becoming a perfo rmance-machine lL e is tungs m as c h i n e] that
is supposed to function without disturbance and maximize
achievement. Doping is just one consequence of this development,
whereby being alive lLebendigÞeitl itselÈ-an extremely complex
phenomenon-is boiled down to vital functions and capacities.
30

sistibly recoiling, each into . . . private tiredness, not ours, but
mine over here and yours over there" (8). This divisive tiredness
strikes one "mute and blind lmit BlicÞunfihigÞeltl'" The isolated I
Ídøs

Ichl fills the Êeld of vision entirely:

I have said to her: "I'm tired of you"-I
could never have uttered the simple word "tired" (which, if we had
both shouted it at once, might have set us free from our individual

Never in all the world could

hells). Such tiredness destroyed our Power to speak, our souls. (8)

I¡edness of this kind proves violent because it destroys all that
is common or shared, all proximit¡ and even language itselfi
"Doomed to remain speechless, that sort of tiredness drove us to
violence. A violence that may have expressed itself only in our
mânner of seeing, which distorted the other" (9).
Handke sets eloquent, seeing, reconciliatory tiredness in opposition to speechless, sightless, divisive tiredness. As "more of less of
me" [Mehr des weniger lch) (+Ð, the first tiredness oPens â between
by loosening the strictures of the ego.2 I do not just see the Other;

also am the Other, and "[t]he Other becomes I" (¡8)'
too.3 The berween is a space of friendliness-as-indifference, where
"no one and nothing dominates or commands" (rq).4 As the I

rather,

I

grows smaller, the gravity of being shifts from the ego to the
world. It is "tiredness that trusts in the world" lwehuertrauende
Müdigkeitl (33),5 whereas I-tiredness-"solitary tiredness" (5)-is
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worldless, world-desrroying tiredness. The rrusring tiredness
,,opens" the I and "makes room'
þ4) fo¡ the world. It re establishes
the "duality" that solitary tiredness destroys utterly. One sees, and
one is seen. One touches, and one is touched: ,.tiredness as a
becoming-accessible, as rhe possibility of being touched and of
being able to rouch in rurn" (z).It makes lingering, abidance,
possible in the fi¡st place. Less I means mo¡e world: "Now tiredness was my friend. I was back in the world again" (zg).
Such "fundamental tiredness,, (37) brings rogerher all the
forms
of exisrence and coexistence that vanish in th. .ourr. of absolu_
tized activity. However, it hardly amounts to a srate of
exhaustion
in which one proves unable to do anything. Instead, ir represenrs
a
singular capaciry. "Fundamentar tiredness" inspires.It alrows
spirit/

intellect lGeistl to emerge. Thereb¡ the ..inspiration of tiredness,,
involves not-doing:
So let's have a Pindaric ode, not to a victor

but to a tired man. I conHoly Ghost as tired

ceive of the Pentecostal company that received the

ro a mân. The inspiration of ti¡edness tells them not
so much what
as what they need not, be. (4r)

they should,

ïredness enables the human being to experience singular calm
fGelassenheit]' serene nor-doing. It is not a srate in which the
senses languish or grow dull. Rathe¡, ir rouses
a special kind of
visibility. Accordingl¡ Handke speaks of ,,candid tiredness,,,
which grants access ro long and slow forms that elude short
and
fast hyperattenrion:

"fiy

tiredness articulated the muddle of crude

perceprion . . . and with the help of rhythms endowed
it with
as far as the eye could see" (zg). Nlforms are
slow.
Each form is a detou¡. The economy of efficiency and
acceleration
makes them disappear. For Handke, deep tiredness
rises ro
become a form of salvation, a form of rejuvenation.
It brings back
a sense of wonder into the world: ,,The tired Odysseu,
*on th.

form-form

love of Nausicaä. Tiredness makes you younger
than you have ever
been. . . . Everything becomes .rtrao.dirrary in

the tranquilliry

tiredness" (4r).

of
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Handke sets the hand at play-which does not grasp reso-

lutely-in opposition to the laboring, gripping hand: "every eveI watched the growing tiredness of the many small

ning . . .

children

: no more greed, no grabbing hold of things, only
(42).
Deep ti¡edness loosens the srrictures of identiry.
playfulness"
Things flicker, rwinkle, and vibrare at the edges. They grow less
determinate and more porous and lose some of their resolution.
This particular in-difference lends them an aura offriendliness.
Rigid delimitation with respecr ro one's surroundings is suspended: "in such fundamental riredness, the thing is neve¡ manifested alone but always in conjunction with other things, and
even if the¡e are not very mâny, rhey will all be together in the
end" (lì. This tiredness founds a deep friendship and makes it
possible to conceive of a communiry that requires neither belonging nor relation [Wrwandtschafi). Human beings and things show
themselves to be connected rhrough a friendly and. Handke sees
this singular communiry this community of singularities, prefigured in a Durch still life:
I have an image for the "all in one": rhose sevenreenrh-century for the
most part Dutch floral, still lifes, in which a beetle, a snail, a bee, or

a

butterfly sirs r¡ue to life, in the flowers, and although none of these
may suspect the presence of others, they are all there together at the
moment, my moment. (38)

Handket tiredness is not "I-tiredness"; it is nor the tiredness of an
it "we-tiredness" (ri). I am not tired "of
you," as he puts it, but rathe¡ I am tired'with you" (26): "Thus we
5¿¡-i¡ my recollection always out of doors in the afternoon
sun-savo¡ing our common tiredness whether or not we were
talking. . . . A cloud of tiredness, an erhereal tiredness, held us
exhausted ego. He calls

together then' (r5).
The tiredness ofexhaustion is the tiredness ofpositive potency. It
makes one incapable of doing something. Tiredness that inspires is

of negative potency, namely of not-to. The Sabbath,
\M6¡d thar originally meant stop?ing[aufhören]-is a day of

tiredness

¡s6-¿
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nor-ro; speâking with Heidegget it is a day free of all in-order-to,
of all care. It is a matter of inte¡val fZwischenzeit). After He created it, God declared the Seventh Day holy. That is, the day of
in-order-to is not sacred, but rather the day of nor-ro, a day on
which the use of the use/ess proves possible. It is a day of ti¡edness.
The interval is a time without work, a time of, and for, play lSpielzeitl; it also diffe¡s from Heidegger's definition of time, which is
essentially a matter of care and work. Handke desc¡ibes this inrerval as a time of peace. Ti¡edness is disarming. In the long, slow
gaze of the tired person, ¡esolution [Enxchlossenheit] yields to a
state of calm. The interval, in-between time, is a period of in-diÊ
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ference as friendliness:

I have been speaking here of tiredness in peacetime, in the present
interim period. In those hours rhe¡e was peace. . . . And the astonishing part of it was rhat my tiredness seemed to participate in this
momentary peace, for my gaze disarmed every intimation of a violent
gesture, a conflict, o¡ even

ofan unfriendly attitude, before it could get

started. (29-3o)

Handke conceives of an imrnanent religion of tiredness. "Fundamental tiredness" suspends egological isolation and founds a com-

In a very cryptic ¡¿ls-"p¡6rnstheus"-Kafka undertakes a few
modifications of the Greek legend. His reworking reads, "The
gods grew weary, the eagles grew weâry, the wound closed wearily'."1 I would subject Kafka's version to further ¡evision and turn it
into an intrapsychic scene: the contemporary achievement-subject
inflicting violence on, and waging war with, itself. As everyone
knows, Prometheus also brought work to mankind when he gave
mortals the gift of fire. Todayt achievement-subject deems itself

in fact it is bound like P¡ometheus. The eagle that con-

munity that needs no kinship. Here a particular rhythm lTaktl

free when

emerges that leads ro agreemenr fZusammenstimmung), proximiry,

sumes an ever-regrowing liver can be interpreted as the subiect's

and viciniry lNachbarschffi without familial or funcional connections: 'A certain tired man can be seen âs a nevr' Orpheus; the
wildest beasts gather argund him and are ar lâsr able to join in his

aber ego. Viewed in this

tiredness. Tiredness gives dispersed individuals the keynote" (4r).6
The "Pentecostal company'' that inspires nor-doing srands opposed

ness. Prometheus, the subject

by overwhelming fatigue.

to the sociefy of activiry. Handke pictures it as "tired to a man"
(4r). It is a society of those who are tired in a special way. If "Pen-

closes wearily.

tecostal company'' offered a synonym for the sociery of the future,
the society to come might also be called a sociery of tiredness.

wa¡

the relation berlveen Prometheus and

the eagle represents a relation ofself-exploitation. Pain ofthe liver,
an organ that cannot actually experience pain, is said to be tired-

ofself-exploitation, has been seized

For all that, Kafka envisions a healing tiredness: the wound

It

stands opposed to "I-tiredness," whereby rhe ego

grows exhausted and wears itself down; such riredness stems from

the ¡edundancy and recurrence of the ego. But another kind of
tiredness exists, too; here, the ego abandons itself into the world
ldas hh uerläftsich auf dielYeb hinl; it is tiredness as "more of less
35

